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2011 EVENT SCHEDULE & PROGRAM 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 2011

THE RITZ-CARLTON SOUTH BEACH

7:00 PM Welcome Cocktail with Signature Drinks by
  Ingrid Hoffmann 
  Red Carpet & Registration
  BidPal Silent Auction Registration

8:00 PM Silent Auction 
  The Wayuu Mochila Project
  Tiffany Blue Wall 

9:15 PM BeLive Welcome

9:30 PM  Dinner at The Ritz- Carlton Ballroom
  Fashion Show by The Webster Miami 
  featuring YSL 

11:00 PM Concert by Fonseca
  Desserts & Cigar Lounge at The Courtyard 
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Foundations
Give to Colombia 
Fórmula Sonrisas 

Genesis Foundation 
ArtNexus Foundation

Event Chairs
Lauren Santo Domingo

Sofia Vergara

Event Committee
Angela Maria Tafur de Barco 

Juan Pablo Montoya 
Connie Freydell Montoya 

Carolina Esquenazi - Shaio 
Francine Birbragher

Host Committee
Alejandro Santo Domingo

Dayssi Kanavos
Francisco Daza
Ingrid Hoffmann

Isaac Lee
Katalina Bernal
Lolo Sudarsky
Luis Balaguer

Maria Jose Barraza
Raul De Molina

Susanne Birbragher 
Gisela Lowenstein 

Director
Ximena Acosta 
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Welcome to BeLive 2011!

We are delighted to share once again this special evening with all our gener-
ous supporters. The wonderful results that we have achieved during these 
four years through your continued help have made a difference in many lives. 
We thank you for your trust.

BeLive has been an extraordinary experience not only for all the people 
working with the organizing foundations but also for our donors, volunteers, 
collaborators, guests and media that have supported us every year. Having 
the opportunity of impacting the lives of thousands of people by our sup-
porting efforts to give them education, recreation, health, entrepreneurship 
training among other many initiatives, is priceless.

In the past four years BeLive raised nearly $2.0 million dollars to help the 
most vulnerable communities of our country. We expect to continue growing 
this number with the funds we raise during our 2011 event. We appreciate 
the great support received from all social sectors in Colombia. Since 2008, 
La Agencia Presidencial para la Accion Social has been one of our most 
important allies by giving us a matching grant for our fundraising efforts and 
the generosity of our donors. We are proud to mention that we are part of 
this great Colombian initiative, in which all sectors from our society come 
together to create a better country.

We want to thank all of you for joining us today, by believing in our founda-
tions and in Colombia!

Enjoy,

Give to Colombia
Angela María Tafúr 
Executive DIrector

Genesis Foundation
Carolina Esquenazi - Shaio 
Board of Directors, President

Fórmula Sonrisas
Connie Freydell 
President

ARTNexus
Francine Birbragher
President 
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Give to Colombia delivers world-class expertise in project identification, 
monitoring, advising services, and transparent grant management for 
achieving maximum impact on every dollar channeled to Colombian 
philanthropic activities. 

Our work helps to optimize the social impact of private and institutional 
donors. 

For more information visit: www.givetocolombia.org

Formula Smiles seeks to offer complete education and provide a healthier life 
style in an effort to obtain an integral development.
FSF uses sports as a tool to motivate kids to stay in school, gearing them 
away from gangs, drugs and violence guiding them to a brighter future.
Founded by NASCAR driver Juan Pablo Montoya and his wife Connie 
Freydell.

For more information visit:  www.formulasonrisas.org
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Genesis Foundation supports successful programs aimed at enhancing 
quality of education with the purpose of providing underserved Colombian 
children the opportunities to fully develop and succeed, contributing to a 
more equal society.
 
The Genesis Foundation is a dynamic, driven and proactive not-for-profit 
institution dedicated specifically to transforming the way underserved 
Colombian children learn.  Established over a decade ago, the Genesis 
Foundation draws from a unique network of benefactors in Colombia 
and beyond to support programs designed to deliver quality education to 
underserved Colombian youth, allowing them the opportunity to more fully 
develop the tools, knowledge and training necessary for success, 
contributing to a more just and equal society in the process. 

For more information visit:  www.genesis-foundation.org

FAN was created to support a specialized documentary center focusing in 
the visual arts and architecture, and to promote educational projects and 
scholarly research in these areas.

ANF supports FAN channeling grants that benefit high impact projects, in-
cluding worldwide online access to the documentary center's resources.  

For more information, visit: www.artnexus.com
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Fashion Show Curated by The Webster

The Webster is a 20,000 square foot luxury multi-brand boutique located in 
the heart of Miami Beach, in a historical Art Deco building designed in 1939 
by famed architect Henry Hohauser. The three-level boutique is devoted to 
fashion (men's and women's ready-to-wear and luxury accessories such as 
shoes, bags, jewelry and watches), photography and entertainment.

The ground floor is dedicated to luxury sportswear and young designers. 
Completely renovated with high ceilings and a modernized extension of the 
lobby, contemporary denim and t-shirt brands coexist with a selection of 
luxury sportswear lines and prestigious swimsuit brands. In the former hotel 
lobby, you can sit and have an afternoon coffee, tea or simply a glass of 
Champagne. 

The second floor is entirely dedicated to luxury fashion: men's and women's 
ready-to-wear, accessories, bags and shoes.

For more information, visit:
http://www.thewebstermiami.com/
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Concert By Fonseca

Also joining BeLive is Internationally renowned and Latin Grammy Award 
Winner Fonseca. He debuted in 2002 with his first self-titled album, Fon-
seca, which was a chart topper in Colombia. It included hits as "Magangue", 
"Confiésame" and "Noche de Carnaval." 
His second CD was released in 2005 under EMI Capitol titled "Corazón" and 
included hits such as "Te Mando Flores", "Hace Tiempo", "Lagartija Azul" 
and "Mercedes." 
Since then, he has become a phenomenon in Latin America, achieving dou-
ble platinum sales in 2006. Fonseca won a Latin Grammy for his hit song 
"Te Mando Flores" in 2006 and an MTV Latin America Tongue award for his 
video "Como me Mira" in the same year. 

His distinctive style is a blend of vallenato and cumbia, two traditional and 
popular forms of Colombian music. On September 30, 2011 he officially 
launched his fourth album entitled "Ilusion."

For more information and buying his music, visit:
http://www.fonseca.net/
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BeLive proudly presents The Wayuu Project 2011

The Wayuu susu mochilas are a piece of art themselves. Their weaving tech-
nique, the meaning of the patterns and symbols they use as well as their col-
ors, make every mochila a unique and wonderful work. We mused it would 
be interesting to fuse the ancestral Wayuu tradition with the latest trends 
of contemporary fashion. This dream came to life thanks to the vision and 
dedication of Mrs. Lauren Santo Domingo, who became the number one ad-
vocate for our project moving it to the highest level by engaging a  and vision 
molded one of a kind pieces that now we are proud to share with our friends. 
We want to express our deepest gratitude to Mrs. Lauren Santo Domingo 
and with her to all those who collaborated to make the Wayuu Project such 
a beautiful reality. “The Wayuu Mochila Project” was launched in 2009. Over 
40 designers were invited to support our cause. 

Since then, the mochila has taken its turn in the spotlight and has been seen 
everywhere in Vogue, in the New York Times and elsewhere. We want to 
share with you the wonderful Wayuu indigenous culture, whose crafts and 
arts are the inspiration for this year’s event.

THE WAYUU COMMUNITY

The Wayuu is an ethnic group that inhabits the arid La Guajira Peninsula 
straddling the Venezuela-Colombia border, on the Caribbean Sea coast. 
They share both countries’ territories without concern about frontiers or lim-
its. The Wayuu are people from the dessert, children of the sun and wind 
who have survived for centuries in this dry and inhospitable region. The most 
recent studies suggest there are around 400,000 Wayuu people.

One of their most traditional activities is weaving; an art that is part of their 
cultural identity and was inherited from their ancestors. For the Wayuu peo-
ple, knowing how to weave is a symbol of creativity, intelligence and wisdom, 
a practice that is passed on from one generation to the next. 

Through their art of weaving they share their culture, their origins, their mi-
grations, and their history. A mochila is a hand woven bag (usually) made 
by women of the various indigenous tribes across Latin America. In modern 
usage, they are used as handbags, but traditionally they served as more of a 
‘daypack’ for travel, often being worn with two bags, one hanging over each 
shoulder, to carry items across long distances.
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  Valentino          Mario Hernandez                 DVF

             Herve Leger         Theory       Theyskens

            Yigal Azrouel       Costello Tagliapietra                            Rafael Cennamo

     Nancy Gonzalez          Carolina Herrera   Calvin Klein

     Martin Margiela             Angel Sanchez                 Adriana Castro
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          Gustavo Cadille             Bibhu Mohapatra               Badgley Mischka

         Jean Paul Gaultier       Vera Wang        Givenchy

            David Salomon                   Prabal Gurung  Peter Pilotto

   Tory Burch    Jorge Duque          Missoni

 Organic by John Patrick       Thakoon           By Killian
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Our 2011 Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Platinum Sponsors

Soft Drink Sponsor

Adult Beverage Sponsor
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Automobile Sponsor

Fashion Sponsors

Airline Sponsor

Colombian Supporters

Quadrant Capital Advisors, Inc.
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In Kind Supporters

Friends of Colombia

Media Supporters

Alejandro Levy
3R Family Office





Special Thank You To 

Joaquin Gonzalez and the 4Soundgroup  Team 
Coral Martinez and the Ritz Carlton Team 
Jairo Gonzalez and the ZeroFractal Team 
Paola Cornejo and the A Luxurylimo Team 

Laure Heruard and the The Webster Miami Team 
Zoe Everhart and the Camacho Team 

Lina Santiago, Luisa Sanchez & Christina Negron and AA Team 
Edoardo Chavarin and the NaCo Team 

Susanne Birbragher and the Liaisons Team 
Jennifer Heegard and the  JeJe Consulting Team 

Ana Maria Eder - Perez and the Spoon Team 
Federika Longinotti-Buitoni and the entire Moda Operandi Team 

Ani Zamorano and the Pequenas Indulgencias Team 
Melissa Soued and the Flowersloft Team

Fabio Villegas & Avianca
Unofficial BeLive Office at 4611

Pablo Garcia 
Jairo Criollo 

Toto Gonzalez aka "Dj Pauer" 
Michelle Amador 

Tanya Capriles de Brillembourg & Fundación SaludArte 
 AFMED

Gisela & Diego Lowenstein 
Katalina Bernal 

Reinaldo Iragorri 
Marita Reyes 

Lauren & Andres Santo Domingo 
Juan Fernando Fonseca 

Felipe Jaramillo 
Carlos Saavedra 

Maria Jose Barraza 
Humberto "El Gato" Rodriguez  

Kika Rocha 
Arturo Diaz 

Mariana Cardenas 
Sandra Restrepo 
Ingrid Hoffmann 

Delia Annette Leon 
 

Foundations' Staff
BeLive Volunteers
Host Committee

Presenters 
All the designers, PR's and Fashion Gods

Media and Press 
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